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Data are orssentsd on Che aitiisua energy required
EO cause quenches to propagate in an accelerator dipela
aagnet. the amount of scored energy dissipated laco
the magnet was measured as a function of lipole axci-
tatioa current, this la turn ietermines the assists*
coil temperature reached in a given aagset. Quench
velocities in the longitudinal direction of the con-
ductor vers as high as ll»/ssc. The azimuthal vel-
ocities or turn to cura velocities were found to !>«
a function of eha tmnbar of fiberglass layers of in-
sulation thax. the quench hsd to cross and sere on the
order of a Sent tens of centimeters/sec. The field
shape of a given sagnet was found co be unchanged for
aora than 100 quenches. The coil to coil connection
and intes-ceil splice resistances were found co be
less than a ttano-oho and therefore of little conse-
quence in the cryogenic load considerations. No
definitive answers wars found an how to decraase the
rats of training (130 Gauss/Quench average) required
iron i.OT to 5.IT.

Introduction

In Shu devtlotment ot oaganes for th* ISABELLE
Scorag* Simg Acctlarator ha. aerlca of aagnats uere
constructed ta ascertain Che otrformance character-
iscics o£ cite proposed ring a&gnat, i.e. dipoles,
qu*dtuptjl*s» and wo eking lifte colls. These cosine
; designed aagaets were designated ISA Mk I, It,
through ICtX. Then a fiaal oagnst ISA Mk :CSI » M con-
structed to check that the conclusions reached by
the earlier aagnet seri«s were a«n«rally valid,
ti'nfsrcusatsly, ISA. Mk XXX is having a problea with the
versing line coil and the data £rom it axe scaawhat
cloud«d a» of the tint of this coofer«oe». There
were also a scries ax ncgnacs produced as a pre-
production rua at the same production cat* per
uindiog fixture a* is required by Che ISAEEIiE con-
scruetion schedule, designated 3081 through 0912.
"Die bulk of the d»t* in this paper are primarily
obtaiotd iron ISA Mk S?X and XCl Jhich yielded the
jEeetese aaouae of data per QUES'CH doe to the
jonplete instrumentation used in these coils.
Data front earlier signets, though lacking a great
deal at detailed information in a given quench, can
be compared to the latter colls by siailairities in
the voltage pattetna that develop <iuriag quench.

Stat—eat o£ Problem*

In the present ISABEIXE design the magnets ire
required eo absorb their ova snored, energy by utt of
a voltage Limiting diode acrasa the input to the sagoet.
therefore it is oi utmost importance to understand the
quenching behavior and limits of the coils. Computer
studies utilizing a modified fora of the S.utheriord
Lab "Quench" Code zto calculate the prcbablc coil
taaparature rise vere used as a guide. They predicted
the temperature versus ;i2dt for eht ISABBllE con-
ductor shown in figure 1, They also ?redlated a peak
temperature range for the crinsport current at a
value of 3/4 the ztxia-ja uith -aagnetoresistance
effects at the cooper taken into account. (la ehe
actual case, inductive coupling at the higher values

••'•Worfe perforated usider the auspice* of the U.
aene of

S.

Figure 1. The •emperacure af a monotilar turn as a
function of th* total amount of energy it absorbs.
Thia curve is a computer simulation uith experi-
mental verification at 100°, 230° and 53Q°K.

of i tends to accelerate the resistance buildup.)
The other major worry in a. magnet chat is internally
dissipating its avn stored energy is the stability
of che magnetic titId shape, to operational problem
is to measure the effective resistances and therefore
the cryogenic loads they cause, of coil to coil con-
nections, splices, and lead joints. The testing pro-
al&a which is just beginning to be addressed ia the
very slow training rate of th* oagaets after teaching,
4.OX, (i.e. typically 130 <5a««s/quench).

Experimental;Procedure

la a standard coil test the only normally son-
itored points in the dipoles are a) incut leads i) etch
coil half, c) crossover or aoll half to half inter-
connection. These measurements are accomplished util-
iziT-,-r a six terminal network. In the so called iastru-
seated coil test up to seventy terminal networks ttere
employed sins eheraometry and heaters (to initiate
quenches under known conditions). Strain gauges and
piezo-siectric microphones simultaneously aeasare coil
paraneters.

The quench is detected by observing the dif-
ference in voltage between the coil halves. la the
gtMdasd testing a«t-ap tht d m u t*k*n ia such a
aanac? that asy avent caa he reconstructed up to two
seconds prior to the quench trigger;, By analysing
the particular ships of the prequench voltages, it ia
possible to deuuee from the early slope changes whether
the qttench originated in a, aultifilar cum, a. tun
next to a vedge, or in the middle of a block. When
large voltage tap arrays arc monitored, iC is a
aatter of subtraction to determine the resistive
section. The thermometers, carbon resistors and
gej-naniun chertaistors, and linear biaetalic gauges
are installed in such a manner a* to isolate thes
iron the liquid bath but keen thea in goad thermal
contest uith the coil conductor. The themostetets
nominally tracked in less than lOasec. vith the
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voltage cap*. Th« resistors and linear thermometers
utilized four terminal outputs to increase their sen-
sitivity and accuracy. Using the thermometry as an
independent inforaatfbn source, it is possible to per-
form many cross chacka on the validity of the data.
3y maintaining greater than three megohms to common
mode ground it was possible to measure a tenth of a
nano-ohm resistive effective dc voltage differences.

Data and Observations

1. Most of Che quenches that occur before 4.6 co 4.7 T
' originate in the first block near the pole tip in

the Cu-Ni inert turn magnets as well as in most of
those using copper inert turns.

2. The azimuchal propagation time is directly pro-
portional to the number of fiberglass layers of
insulation that the quench must traverse.

3. The chin bakelite and epoxy wedges account, for
no aore than one turn delay in quench propagation.

4. rhe onset or" a quench is normally characterized by
a linear voltage rise until a break occurs and
chat is followed by a linear rise with aither two
or chree times the initial slope.

5. There are either fewer or at least statistically
Che dame number of quenches occurring in ends
versus those that occur in the straight section.
Whera voltage probes could determine the end pre-
cisely, none occurred.

6. The crossover connection has a typical resistance
between 0.5 and 1 x 10~9 ohms.

7. The resistance of the leads and splices in the
coil halves of the conductor is less Chan 0.1 x
10~9 ohms.

3. The longitudinal velocity of the quench at 3500
.Amps and 4.5 tesla is 11.5 m/sec. while the
azinuthal velocity is 19.4 cm/sac. Froa the ini-
tiation stage co the final turn going normal, the
average azimuthal quench velocity is 3.7 cm/sec.
This is due to the large number of fiberglass
layers in the monofilar region.

9. The longitudinal velocity of the quench at 3250
Amps and 4.3 Tesla Is 7.11 a/see.

10. The typical times required to cross a fiberglass
turn to turn insulator were 22.4 ms/layer at 3250A,
12.5 ms/layer at 35OOA, and 35 msec/layer at 3000A.

11. The difference in maximum temperature for Cu-clad
material (e.g. ISA Mk XVI) vs the Cu-Ni clad
material, e.g. ISA009, ISA Mk XXI, at 4 Tesla for
a polar quench was about 120K. The resistance
buildup was ac the rate initially of 1.28 co 1
which is the copper ratio difference of the strands
in che braid. Of thase two series, the computer-
simulated temperature of a turn, experimentally
verified at several points, is shown in Figure 1.
This figure indicates chat for 4 x 106 to 4.5 x
10° A2sec, che solder in a. xonofilar turn will melt.
This waa experimentally verified and measured in a
test magnet. The maximum coil temperatures reached
in the artlfically induced quenches (minimum energy
into heater) are shown in Figure 2. The rate at
which the peak tenperacure falls off in che high
current and field region is faater than that pre-
dicted by the computer model because Che code does
not take magnetic coupling (transformer effects)

into account. The magnet ISA Mk XXI is essen-
tially a compromise in design between che second
set of preproduction dipoles (9007 through 0012
which used Cu-Ni jacketed superconducting wire
and Cu-Ni inert turns and the more stable Cu
jacketed wire used in ISA Mk XVI. If the totally
stabilized Cu inert turns are used in the magnets
of the large aperture size (13.09 cm ID) and high
aspect ratio (length/width) then they are unable
co switch fast enough at 2800 .Amperes and will
burn out due Co excessive heating.
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Figure 2. Jhe maximum energy dissipated in monofilar
turn as a function of transport current using a mini-
mum energy input to initiate the quench.

Therefore ISA Mk XXI was a compromise using Cu
in the postal region, trying to cryostabilize it
from 3000 to 3500 Amps and therefore minimize the
training. There were no postal quenches seen in
ISA Mk XXI but, due to a shorted working line coil
overheating , the magnet has not thus far operated
past 2725 Amps. The thermistors in the postal
block did see, after 2500 Amp, several 100 milli-
degrca spikes in the 1st turn. A possible explan-
ation would be the separation of the turn from che
post.

12. The stability of the magnetic field, after che
magncc absorbed its scored energy without de-
struction, seems to be excellent as shown in
Table 1.

The data plotted in figure 3 shows the min-
imum energy input into a heater built into che
coil that will cause the magnet to quench ac a
given magnetic field. There is some question as
Co Che exact numbers co put on Che energy scale
due co a short in the heater circuit to che coil
winding. The order of magnitude 13 about 30 co
50 millijoules in che higher pulses.

The quench volumes in cha naturally occur-
ring quench (non heacer induced) seemed co
be about an order of magnitude larger than chose
of che heater induced variety. The heacer oc-
cupies about a centimeter square, indicating
chat a natural quench evolved in at least ten
times Chat volume.
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FIELD QUALITY. ISA Mk XVI

As Designed

1000. Amps

As Computed

1000. Amps

D. C. Data

1000.3 Aaps

A. C. Data

999.6Amps
(1000)

999.6Amps
(1000)

1000 Amps

1000.5 Aaps

988.1 Amps
(1000)

B (Gauss)o

13592
0

Bx/ 1 \

Vl05cm/
0
0

B:/ 1 \

\106cn2/

-206
0

B / 1 \

(l07cm3/

0
0

a
4/_i_\
\108cm7

113
0

V—
U09<

0
0

— \

from Mechanical Depth Measurements; Temperature and Compression accounted for

13551

Taken After

13676

13664
(13669)

13630
(13677)

13854

13873

13514
(13677)

2.5
1.6

' 10 minute

18
19

Ramp Rate

19
10

19
13

17
17

16
5

13
10

Mechanical Tolerances,
31ock Placement Error

-226
12

3
2

wait T(l/a)-4 minutes

-255
20

-302
18

-299
16

-305
19

-312
15

-302
14

ISA Mk XVI
in Inches

22
29

2 A/sec.

25
32

24
34

24
33

25
30

25
33

I coil n
J coil n

205
19

127
-20

155
-7

148
-5

151
-7

152
-6

-

+4.1 x 10-3
+3.3 x 10-3

3
2

-12
-132

-15
-135

-7
-132

13
-133

-25
-139

-15
-132

Conclusion

Quench •

Quench »

Quench •

Quench »

Quench »

and Summary

1

35

105

106

107
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The quench behavior of the later magneto in
che ISA series and a majority of the standard magnets
seems to be acceptable from the standpoint of in-
ternally initiated quenches up to the low 4T range.

The field stability with respect to internally
dissipating the stored energy seems not to represent
a problem with che Cu-Ni series up co fields in excess
of 4.5T. The magnets seen to be out of tolerance from
che paper design by a factor of two mechanically and
three to four magnetically.

The thesis of cryostabilizing the polar turns or
first block is as yet unresolved, but looks prom-
ising.

The ability of the magnets to absorb chair own
anergy seems co be marginal i.f the copper ratio in
the strands is increased but fine if che Cu-Ni
jacketed strand material is used and thu majority of
the inert turns are Cu-Ni.
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Figure 3. The minimum energy input into a. 1 cm2

heater chat will initiate a quench at a given field
and current.
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